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'REACHING THE PEOPLE' P C JONES

A. i n t r o d u c t i o n

Since its inception the Black Consciousness movement had 
been at the receiving end of scepticism and crit icism from 
within some quarters of the liberation movement. Labels 
such as 'racists', 'racist r e a c t i o n s ’ , reactionary tendency, 
etc, were freely and • - and enthusiacstically
attached to the movement. Some of these negative reactions, 
were the result of some very sterile and pas sive ideological 
positions of intellectuals,, some of v h o m  still today occupy 
an!, ineffective nat i o n a l  political position, and there were 
also reactions fro m those who suffered from professional 
j e a l o u s i e s ’ . But the most emotional response to Black 
Consciousness came from those who, bec ause of their explicit 
exclusions, were d i rectly affected i.e. white liberals 
and the white left.

The various tags attached to Black Consciousness are
certainly not of major concern to us, because looking at
the extent to wh i c h  our philosophies and policies have
been m i s r e p r e s e n t e d  over the yearF, the only conclusion
we can come to is that the motives of these various

dishonest and mischievous;.onlookers are both

This Congress is historic in one sense that it is being 
observed by many, for political guidance.^ During this 
time of intense political debate and at times political 
actions and also whil st we observe once again, the 
epiletic rearing of the ugly head of white liberalism and 
white p a r t i c i p a t i o n  in popular struggles, the political 
options open to organisations of the oppressed people are 
limited to a choice between support for a workers united 
front and a popular front. I will in due’ course attempt 
to distinguish these two fronts. I suppose, in popular 
language, one could also refer to this as a choice
b e t W een exclusivismj and multi-racialism.



Because of what I have ju6t said above, I think we may 
have to, on co mpassionate grounds, once again reiterate 
and explain, maybe for the last time, that the specific 
exclusions of whites is based on poli tical strategy, 
not- on colour, ’r a c i a l ’ grounds or any other factor.

Soire people vi e w  and analyse Black Co nsciousness as if it 
just fell from the sky, a system of ideas that bave just 
emerged from nowhere into the heads of Black students in 
the late 1 9 6 0 ’s and early 1 9 7 0 ’s, and that there were 
no material conditions which gave birth to this conscious
ness and that therefore it can now be simply shelved 
without regard to whether the historica l - m a t e r i a l  conditions 
that spawned it still exist. This v i e w  is reactionary* 
because having identified a prev alent consciousness as 
a mere set of phrases or ideas it now places another set of 
phrases or ideas in opposition to it.

It is our view, to put it mildly, that Bl ack Conscious
ness is the product of objective \ accurate historical 
conditions in SA. Its form and content, ideologically 
and o r g a n i s a t i o n a l l y  are. as it should be, determined 
by the historical social reality of o p p r e s s i o n  and 
expl oitation in SA.

Black Consciousness definitely does not identify 
capitalism (class exploitation) as a separate dimension 
of our struggle ‘distinct, from Black oppression.
Apartheid (racist oppression ■• ) and the many names and 
forms it had acquired over the years, had always been, from 
the time of conquest till today, and will always be, 
until liberation, an inseparable element of capitalist 
exploitation in SA. Racism is tbe soul force of 
capitalism. The one cannot survive without the other.
The economic structures of SA cannot survive without the 
elaborate political administrative structures, to 
k*ep blacks in a subject p o s i t i o n . .



The struggle against capitalism and imperialism 
must simultaneously be a struggle against racism 
and discrimination of every other form. Black 
Consciousness is the only movement that has 
successfully fused the national and the social 
question.

The position of the movement on the dialectic between 
race and class is contained in the AZAPO Conference 
Papers of April 1981. In its hunt for superprofits 
imperialism dispossed the aborigines as a people. The 
consequence^ all over the third world, was to put 
black against white. Dispossession led to super
exploitation of bl ack people, they became the 
underdogs, and for the colonial worldl ’race* determined 
class. In Azan ia British i m p e r i a l i s m  roped £n the
defeated White Afrikaner into the ruling class family 
and this partn ership was sealed by the 1910 Act.

Settler-colonialism further extended the political 
consolidation to include Indians and what was hitherto 
a struggle between imper ialism and the aborigines was 
formally extended to a struggle between settler- 
colonialism and black people. We therefrre find 
that the settler-colonialists objectively behave as a 
bourgoise in relation to blacks who objectively behave 
as a rev o l u t i o n a r y  working class.

It is as a result hereof that it is difficult, if not 
just a futile intellectual* debate, to attempt to 
classify blacks clinically into distinct e c onomica’ly 
defined groups or classes. The black students, 
women and petty-bougeoisie in the town and rural areas, 
are inseparably connected with, and have the experiences 
of the black working class. The black student discovers, 
that because he emanates from a working class family and 
shares the experiences of working class conditions, he is 
'black, before he is a student.'



Thi. determines his sociel perspectives end velues. 
Similarly even the richest and poised black cannot 
escape a system that regards hi m  first as black 
before having regerd to his privileged position.

B< l i b e r a l i s m  a n d  w h i t e  P A R T ICIPATION

When ve refer to white participations, we are certainly 
a „t, beceuse of its impossibility, referring to whites as 
group. We are referring to a handful of liberal and leftist 
elements. Seen politically, these are irreconcilable di 
ferences in the ideological positions of these elements 
and black consciousness.

Black Consciousness states inequivocably that the primary 
issue in Azania is the reconquest of the land and its rest-

• oration to its rightful owners, the S g u n i A  I heve already shown 
bow the Indian nationality had been placed in the same 
political category as those other groups. Thus, the driving 

v force of the Asanian revolution is black nationalism, born of 
land dispossession. White liberals and others have never 
accepted, in fact they have rejected that the issue is 

' self-determinative. The white liberal wishes for a multi
racial partnership whilst the white 'left' wishes for a 
colour-blind, class conscious black working class.

Over and above this, whites, with their natural European 
racist chauvionism observed by Lenin, cannot, even if they 
want to escape the racist structures of this society. They, 
have to attend elitist schools thst .room them for positions 
of dominance, who have at their disposal all the material 
resources^ benefits and wealth that their privileged position i. 
society bestows upon them.

An  elementary understanding of the history of N U S A S , for 
example, shows that its political functions had always 
and c o n s i stently been, to provide a recruiting ground for 
capitalist business, social and political leaders, and its 
members work and oil the Apartheid War Machine (it^is also 
very popular for training top-class security-p olicemen).



It has only vacilated to the extent of its tactics viz. 
the growth of the liberatirn movement. It now attempts to 
aerge the interests of ruling class students, with those of 
the oppressed and exploited. Its current flirting with 
black student organisations and others of the oppressed 
represents schizophrenia in political practice by facing 
both ways at the same time.

At this stage I think it Is important for me to state that 
although AZAPO has clarified its own position on whites, and 
that it takes full responsibility for this position, for the 

purpose of co-operation with other organisations, 
it will co-operate with any organisation of the oppressed 
who have not as yet taken a clear policy stand on this 
q u e s t i o n .

C. WORKERS PNITED FR ONT/POPULAR FRONT

AZAPO states very clearly that black solidarity is an impe
rative element in its strategy and it is therefore committed 
to develop an even greater unity of the oppressed and 
exploited people than that which is represented by the 
National Forum in its present form.

During this time of offensive by the state and imperialism 
we must try to involve all the organisations claiming 
to be part of the workers movement.t including the most 
moderate, andthose with the most opportunistic and revi
sionist leadership. This unity mv^st be effected at national, 
regional and local leadership level. The only condition is 
that we reject any alliances between the liberal bourgeoisie 
and the workers movement i.e. only organisations o^ the 
oppressed and exploited can be included.

f
The fundamental distinctions of this united front is that, 
through\£ts class against class logic, 'it unleashes a 
dynamic which develops and sharpens the struggle of the 
workers against the bourgeoisie'. This united front | against 
^ h e  capitalist offensive contains no pre-conditions about 
the defence of bourgeois order and capitalistic property 
(no matter how much the reformist leaders are attached to 
this defence).



AZAFO will therefore be obliged to spell out a clear policy/ 
guidelines on the questions of unit,/alliances in order to 
guide our units and affiliates and also in order to enable 
other organisations to be clarified.

On the other hand, the Popular Front, through its collabora
tionist logic, 'it unleashes a dynamic wh ich holds back the 
workers struggles and even represses the most radicalised 
layers of the workers'. It is explicitly based on the respect 
of bourgeois order and property and its wh ole logic 
tends to deflect, contain or break mass struggles.

On principled grounds therefore we must fight any p o l i 
tical pact with bourgeois groups, even 'left wing' ones, 
which would challenge the political class-independence 

of black workers.

COLLABORATION
If we look at the hi s t o r y  of liberation and resistance 
of countries all over the world, we will see that the 
development of the resistance movements is rooted in the 
history of o p p r ession end exploitation characteristic of 
a particular region or country. Lybon Maba sa at the First 
National Fo r u m  said 'He believe that any ideology which 
will be acceptable to the masses has to be an ideology 
which emerges from the people as a result of their 
aggregate experience in concrete economic, political, 
cultural, and socio-psycological terms. It should originate 
and find its inspiration from concrete contradictions 

within our country*.

An example in point is the question of land. Black workers 
do"o'nly see themselves as an exploited class, a s  non-owners 
o/'capital (means of production). Ihev also, quite 
rightly, see themselves as a people, as temporary dispossessed 
owners of land. In reality the the question of land is 
a burning issue in the hearts and souls of Africans,



Great songs and poetry are sung in praise of those 
who defended the land against settler conquest, and 
envis ioning a future where the land will once again 
be reconquered. This means that any liberation orga
nisation that does not clearly address itself to the 
question of land and that the primary issue in Azania 
is the reconquest of land, is gu aranteed a place in 
political limbo.

Similarly the principle of n o n - collaboration cannot just 
be regarded, in a sterile manner, as a healthy political 
strategy. Fanon says that 'the masses resist and fight 
in a thousand ways' which reflects the 'anonymous 
and innumerable ways in which the people seek to harass 
and liquidate the oppressor and refuse to collaborate 
w i t h  h i m ’. From the earliest times of resistance in Azania, 
n o n — c o 1 laboration had been an ingrained instinct in black 
people. The chief who co-operated too muc h with the settlers 
was immediately regarded with hostility. In everyday life, 
if you are seen to be too friendly with the white foreman 
at the factory, people call you names. Or if the 
nice white priest visit your house too regularly, you 
are regarded in the same manner. On a political level we 
find that black people are instinctively hostile to any 
solution emanating from the rulers, and those who collabo
rate with the rulers, at any level, yet seen to be sell
outs, traitors, etc. It is because of this historical 
reality that people in Transkei, with the introduction 
of Native Education, and without a clear direction from 
the organisations then, decided to burn down community 
schools other than submit to the evil', intent of the oppressor

It is our function as progressives to further develop the 
policy of non-collaboration and in practical- ways guide 
our people and ensure that our liberation movement remains 
i n d e p e n d e n t .

I have also said in another part of this paper that it is 
intellectual futility to apply prue economic criteria to 
identify particular groups in the black community.



.-here does one see then,
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in. conclusion, Comrades I am satisfied that I touched on a few most sign
ificant challenges that affect us daily- challenges that demand attention 
from us- that are basic. Let us, together, brothers and sisters 
put our shoulders to the wheel and tackle these challenges.

LONG LIVE BLACK CONSCIOUSNESS! 1 1 LONG LIVE AZAPO.
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